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Cherry cabinets can be a bold and stunning addition to any kitchen. If you have decided on cherry cabinets,
perhaps you have now turned your attention to finding a countertop that pairs well with the new cabinetry.
Pairing the right countertops with your cabinetry is key to achieving a kitchen design that you can enjoy for
years to come. This guide focuses on the best countertops to pair with cherry cabinets. 

What Color Are Your Cherry Cabinets? 

Pairing your cherry cabinets will depend on what color the cabinets are. Cherry cabinets come in a wide
range of colors and can be stained to alter the appearance. These cabinets are typically found in natural
cherry color or with a darker stain applied. The following is an analysis of what countertops pair well with
different cherry cabinets. 

What Countertops Pair Well: Natural Colored Cherry 

Cherry kitchen cabinets are often found in natural cherry colors, or a cinnamon tone. Cherry wood is a
beautiful darker wood that looks phenomenal when used for kitchen cabinets. If you have natural colored
cherry cabinetry, below is a list of countertop options that will pair best with these cabinets. 

New Venetian Gold Granite 

New Venetian Gold Granite is a stunning natural stone that is consistent in appearance and is a light honey
color. The stone also features amber, white and black flecks. Because of its neutral tones, New Venetian
Gold Granite is a perfect choice to pair with your natural colored cherry cabinets. 

Colonial Cream Granite 

Colonial Cream Granite is an excellent choice to pair with natural colored cherry cabinets. The stone is light
grey in color and has gorgeous golden yellow highlights and black speckling. The neutral tones of Colonial
Cream Granite make it another ideal choice to pair with your new cherry cabinets. 

What Countertops Pair Well: Dark Colored Cherry 

Natural cherry wood is already a darker colored reddish-brown. However, cherry cabinets can be stained to
become even darker in appearance. If you have darker colored cherry cabinets, such as a dark chocolate
color, the following types of countertops will pair well with your new cabinets. 

Giallo Fiesta Granite 



Giallo Fiesta Granite is a stunning consistent light brown colored stone that has black and grey specks.
A Giallo Fiesta Granite countertop is a great way to achieve some contrast in your kitchen when paired with
dark cherry cabinets. 

Tan Brown Granite 

Tan Brown Granite is a fantastic choice if you are looking for a countertop to match your dark cherry
cabinets. Tan Brown Granite is a beautiful dark colored stone that has beige speckling. This stone will look
great with darker colored cherry cabinets, and even with lighter colored cherry cabinets if you are looking
for some contrast. 

What Countertops Pair Well with Cherry Cabinets?

Lighter Cherry Cabinets Darker Cherry Cabinets

New Venetian Gold Granite Giallo Fiesta Granite

Colonial Cream Granite Tan Brown Granite

While cherry cabinets themselves are a great way to add a touch of life to a kitchen, pairing them with the
right countertop can work wonders for your remodel. Considering that both cabinets and countertops
are significant and long-lasting additions to any home, finding the right options for each is critical to any
home remodeling project. Whether your cherry cabinets are lighter in color, or more of a darker tone, there
are great countertop options to choose from. The choice is up to you as to what look you want to achieve –
matching or contrasting. There is no way to tell what truly looks the best in your kitchen, as that will be a
matter of your personal preference. However, this guide will provide you the advice you will want to know
when looking to pair countertops with your cherry cabinets.


